


Recommended Septic Tank Installation Guidelines

1. Contact your local health department and obtain required permits and site plans. 

2. Verify that the tank site is accessible for our delivery truck and that the cover over 
the tank will not exceed 6 feet. At least one end or one side of the hole must be 
accessible for our tank delivery truck to back up to it. This includes considerations 
for what’s above and below the backup route, such as drain fields, underground 
sprinklers and overhead cables.  

3. Excavate and set the grade of the inlet pipe. 

4. Excavate the tank hole so that the bottom of the tank hole is at least 6” longer and 
wider than the tank dimensions. Grade the bottom of the hole to ensure it is level 
and firm. 

5. The bedding under the tank should be a fine grained soil or aggregate less than 2” 
in size and at least 4” in depth.The bedding is to flat and uniform with no rocks, 
humps or depressions. 

6. After the tank is in place, backfill and compact the trenches under the inlet and 
outlet pipes. Backfill should never be placed around the tank unless the lid is in 
place and properly sealed to the walls. 

7. If mechanical or hydraulic compaction is used during backfill, the tank must be filled 
with water incrementally so that the liquid level in the tank is equal to, or slightly 
above, the level of the backfill around it. 

8. No rocks, frozen chunks of soil, or other solid objects greater than 6 inches should 
be placed within 6” of the wall of the tank. 

9. Stub the inlet and outlet pipes into the tank so that the tees are accessible from the 
access openings at the top of the tank.

10. Glue the inlet tee and outlet filter assembly to the pipes. 

11. Install the clean-out riser so that the plug is between 4” and 12” below ground level. 

12. Install filter access riser and the tee handle for the filter. The 1/2” pipe for the handle 
should be cut to length and attached to filter assembly. Then, glue the tee handle 
onto the pipe. The 8” plastic filter riser must extend above ground and be capped 
with a plastic cap that is secured with the set screw. 

13. Backfill the tank maintaining positive drainage away from the tank.
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Proper Landscaping On and 
Around Your Septic System

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

TM

Follow Septic Sam’s landscaping do’s and don’ts: 

Don’t: Do:     

www.epa.gov/septicsmart

Here are some tips to keep your drainfield  
out of harm’s way.
Locate your septic tank and drainfield. Then make 
sure the area is clear of:

 
Plant native, drought-tolerant plants. These are 
some of the best for your septic system and its drainfield:

Grass:

Groundcovers for sun:

Groundcovers for shade:

The drainfield is a vital part of your septic system. Having the right landscaping 
on and around your system is important, as tree and shrubbery roots can grow 
into the drain lines. Also, other heavy items like cars and livestock can break 
drain lines. Strong roots and heavy items can cause the drainfield to fail. And if 
the drainfield fails, your system fails. 

http://www.epa.gov/septicsmart


Notes:
• If 4" PVC pipe does not extend into the tank, a plumbing flange may be used.
• The A1801 and A1801-HIP cartridges may be inserted into SDR 35 or Schedule 40 outlet tee baffles.
• The bottom gasket on the cartridge must be contained within the outlet baffle pipe, in order to create a seal with the surrounding pipe.
• If you have purchased a Zabel Smartfilter, additional installation instructions can be found in the Smartfilter Alarm System box.
• A riser to grade over the outlet access opening is recommended and may be required in certain states.
• If the filter can not be installed in the existing tank, it can be installed using a Zeus Basin System.  In this case, the New System Installation instructions will be used.
• Filter material: white or natural = PVC, gray = ABS
• Performance: Maximum daily flow = 800 GPD

Average reduction in TSS within 6 months of installation - 40% in typical residential wastewater.
• Minimum of 3" drop required in tank for proper SmartFilter operation

MADE IN USA

A1801-4x18

A1801-4x22

Locate the
outlet of the
septic tank. STEP

Insert the filter
cartridge into the tee,
making sure the filter
cartridge is completely
inserted into the tee.

4STEP

Remove the tank cover.

Solvent weld the outlet
tee baffle onto the septic

tank outlet pipe.

STEP

Existing System Installation

STEP

New System Installation:

Locate the
outlet of the
septic tank.

Before solvent
welding (glueing),

make sure that
when installed the

tee and filter will
be centered under

the access
opening and that
the filter is level.

If not attach additional pipe.  Solvent weld
the tee and pipe assembly to the 4" outlet
pipe extending through the wall of the tank.

Note: Always clean and prime all pipe before
solvent welding.

Remove the tank cover and
pump the tank if necessary
to prevent any solids from
escaping to the field when

the cartridge is removed.

STEP

1. Place the 1/2" female threaded cap underneath the hole
in the center of the filter handle.  2. Thread the male end
of the 1/2" male adapter (MIPT x SLIP) into the female
threads of the cap.  Tighten the fittings until they are snug
around the filter handle.  3. Glue one end of the 1/2" sch40
pipe into the slip adapter on the top of the filter.  (If the 1'
pipe is not long enough, you will need to supply your own
length of pipe.  Also, the pipe may be cut to give a shorter
handle.)  4. Glue the 1/2" tee to the top of the 1/2" sch40
pipe. 5. Install the Zabel filter following its Installation
Instructions. Notes:  Prime all fittings before solvent Welding
(gluing).

INSTALLATION
A1800TM Series Filter
INSTALLATION

Residential
Applications
Certified to
ANSI/NSF
Standard 46

Security Tab

Insert A1801
cartridge into 4” tee

baffle taking care that
the security tab is

facing the outlet
opening in order to

properly secure filter
in place.

A1800-4x18-B35 & B40

A1800-4x22-B35 & B40

Note: Make
sure tank is
installed level.

STEP

STEP

Optional Handle Installation Instructions



The interval for servicing septic tanks is set by state and local code.  Throughout the United States there is a wide difference of
opinion on what this interval should be, but most regulatory agencies suggest two to five years. The Zabel® filter, which does not
increase the frequency of servicing for the tank, should be cleaned when the septic tank is normally inspected and pumped.  However,
our filter is virtually self-cleaning.  The continued action of the anaerobic organisms on the Zabel filter causes lodged particles to
disintegrate and fall to the bottom of the tank.  If your filter contains a SmartFilter® alarm, you will be notified by an alarm when the
filter needs servicing.

To service the filter:
*Servicing any Zabel filter should only be done by a certified septic tank pumper or installer.

STEP
Locate the outlet of
the septic tank.

MADE IN USA

STEP

Firmly pull the filter handle and
slide the cartridge out of the

case.
*Note: A tee handle may have to
be used if the filter is too far below

ground level to reach. Contact
Zabel for info on tee handles

4STEP

Remove the tank cover
and pump the tank if

necessary to prevent any
solids from escaping to the

field when the filter is
removed.

While holding the cartridge over the
access opening rinse off the cartridge
with fresh water, being careful to rinse

all septage material back into the tank.

The product(s) shown are covered by the following patents:
Copyright 2003, Zabel Industries International, Ltd. All rights reserved

Product(s) covered by one or more U.S. and/or International patents. Other U.S. and International patents may be pending.

Call for a free ZABEL ZONE® 1-800-221-5742 • Or Order Online: www.zabelzone.com
082903-000

MAINTENANCE
A1800TM Series Filter
MAINTENANCE

Residential
Applications
Certified to
ANSI/NSF
Standard 46

Notes:

• If you have a Filtered Versa-TeeTM Model Filter, be sure and spray clean the outlet opening before replacing the Filter.

Security Tab

Re-insert A1801
cartridge into 4” tee

baffle taking care that
the security tab is

facing the outlet
opening in order to

properly secure filter
in place.

5STEP

STEP


